
KASHKA’s newest single Heavy 
Ghost is an uplifting soundtrack for 
breaking through the other side of 
loss, something that many can re-
late to. Wrapped in a steady beat 
and soaring chorus, Heavy Ghost 
appeals to a wide audience with its 
mid-tempo steadiness, and made 
its debut on Jewel 88.5FM/Sirius 
XM and CJAM before release.

http://www.kashkamusic.com/ 
http://kashka.bandcamp.com/
yeskashka@gmail.com

Listen to the new single ‘Heavy Ghost’ on youtube now

Toronto based musician Kat Burns has never been one to sit still. Over the last decade in Toronto she 
has been slowly creating an extensive body of work. 

Within two years of moving to the city to study visual art, she formed Forest City Lovers—a folk-pop 
band that went on to release three LPs and a handful of singles, tour extensively, and enjoy chart 
success across multiple platforms. Upon retiring the project after a five year run, she went on to 
create music under her new moniker, KASHKA. Debuting with a collaborative album with produc-
er James Bunton, Vichada, and following up with a Leon Taheny produced full-length, Bound, her 
sound was quickly coined ‘folkpoptronica’ by media as she successfully married organic and synthet-
ic elements into her songs. Her voice is always in the forefront and minor-key melodies have always 
been her strong suit.

Between full length releases, KASHKA has put out the well-received acoustic EP Bones and a num-
ber of singles. No stranger to licensing, Burns has had many of her compositions placed in network 
television, short films and commercials over the years. Most recently a sparse acoustic number, Un-
der Our Feet, was picked up for not one but two episodes of NBC’s Heartbeat followed by another 
placement in Freeform’s The Fosters. 

In her “down-time” Kat illustrates for local publications, maintains her voice-over career, publishes 
weekly videos on her YouTube channel and offers exclusive content for her Patreon Patrons.  Not one 
to sit still, indeed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=-Nvfdc7xrsI
http://www.kashkamusic.com/
http://kashka.bandcamp.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=-Nvfdc7xrsI

